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Editor’s comment
A retailer that can’t convert a customer to buy doesn’t last
long. Therefore it could be said that the concept of conversion
rate optimisation has always been core to a retailer’s business
plan since retailers have always been concerned with how to
best convert their customers to buy, maximising the potential
through upselling and cross selling opportunities.
But this idea that conversion is simply a sale got muddied
somewhat with CRO initially being a strategy adopted online
– even though stores had been doing it forever.
It wasn’t surprising however. Retailers were faced with
the inenviable challenge of trying to understand the buying
behaviour, preferences and actions of a customer that they
couldn’t physically touch, speak to or physically observe in
order to gauge what would convince them to buy.
Internet marketers therefore looking to understand
how to keep and engage their customers for longer began
experimenting with different designs, functionality and use of
their websites and content. Their aim? – to find the best fit for
their customer and determine what changes they could make
that would have the biggest impact on getting their customers
to actually buy.
The focus since the early 2000s therefore has been on
tactics such as split testing to work out what is and isn’t
working and to understand the nuances of what may
previously have been seen as inconsequential changes on
the site. Retailers now realise that they can’t simply make
assumptions about their customers or their behaviour online.
Conducting the research for this report has been fascinating
and a huge thanks has to go to all the retailers interviewed –
especially those who were willing to share their experiences
with others. This report features more than six pages of case
studies which MUST be read since they provide great insight
into what retailers are doing and how successful conversion
rate optimisation shouldn’t just be thought of online but
across all channels.
The report shows that it is often the smaller, more agile

retailers who are best embracing the philosophy of CRO in
a connected commerce business. These are retailers that are
implementing it across their business with a lead and focus
from the very top of their organisations. But the report also
highlights larger names such as Schuh, Office, Majestic Wine
and New Look too who are doing similar.
CRO doesn’t end at the sale however since it is vital to make a
purchase stick. As Stephen Green, online optimisation manager
at Majestic Wine, succinctly puts it “It is key that we optimise not
only for a sale but a successful sale – one that is so positive for
the customer that it can develop into a long term relationship.”
We hear the expert views of our sponsors PRWD,
iAdvize and Klarna and their thoughts about how they view
conversion and what they can to do for retailers to help aid
the process (pages 4 to 6).
We look at the importance of CRO, how retailers define it and
how they champion it (pages 7 to 9) and then at how they are
doing it and the many challenges they face (pages 13 to 15).
Our “spotlight on” section (pages 16 to 24) is an invaluable
section of the report that reveals in more depth how retailers
both large and small are embracing CRO with 14 retailers
sharing their stories in a series of retailer case studies.
We have supplemented this report with input from our Top
500 report, revealed earlier this year, to look at CRO across the
different performance areas identified in the Top 500 research.
This enables us to understand exactly how retailers are using CRO
in a connected commerce fashion – in everything from mobile and
cross channel to brand and engagement (pages 25 to 31).
And finally we examine what CRO meant for our retailers in
2014 and where they are heading in 2015 (page 33).
Internet Retailing’s Connected Commerce series of reports,
of which this is the first, is a considered, case-study and
research-led investigation into how retailers and suppliers can
work collectively to achieve commercial results and embrace
key principles across their business and not just in isolation.
We hope it helps you in your business too.
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Introducing the editor
Liz Morrell is an experienced retail and business news and
features journalist who has more than 15 years’ experience of
writing about the retail sector. She is a former features editor of
Retail Week where she spent more than 9 years as a full-timer.
She loves all things retail but just wishes her “research” (insert
shopaholic tendencies here) didn’t cost her quite so much.

EXPERT’S VIEW

What cultural changes should
retailers make to ensure they
fully embrace CRO within
their business?
For any retailer serious about delivering
revenue growth through optimisation
the following three areas are crucial
cultural changes that will need to take
place; focusing on data driven decisionmaking, cross functional teams and
expertise and challenging “the way
we’ve always done it”.
We find a challenge for many businesses
is to ensure their decisions are based on
accurate and valid data and consumer
insights. With optimisation, hypotheses
for testing need to be based on data
analysis and consumer research rather
than based on who shouts the loudest or
simply testing everything and anything.
The latter haphazard approach will yield
poor results, lower test success rates and
result in a lack of confidence and buy-in
for optimisation within your business.
It’s commonplace to make
ecommerce site changes by committee,
the HiPPO (Highest Paid Person’s
Opinion), getting a junior to update
content or simply copying what others
in the market are doing. However all
of these approaches are ignoring one
important stakeholder– the customer.
For many businesses it will be a cultural
challenge to change the way decisions
are made. The upside is that data and
insight driven testing can drive out
emotional and political decisions that
are harmful to performance.
It’s crucial however that when you
start to make decisions based on data
and insights that you take a holistic
approach. Not only does this strengthen
your ideas for testing by triangulating
your insights from multiple sources, but
it also ensures that you’re making the

right decisions. For example a test that
focuses on increasing conversion rate
may also impact other metrics, such as
average order value or return rates, and
might negatively impact overall profit.
If a holistic view isn’t taken you might
not pick up on this and implement the
change to the detriment of the business.
Retailers also need to involve a
wide-ranging group of staff who may
not traditionally work together, to bring
in insights from across the business.
These can range from customer services
to development teams. But they also
need to be prepared to provide the
skills and expertise required to deliver
optimisation, including data analysts,
UX, neuro-marketing, copy experts and
user research expertise, whether they
provide that in-house or externally.
For those retailers who want
more than just short-term increased
revenues, optimisation has the potential
to deliver transformational business
growth. However, they’ll most likely
need to challenge some existing beliefs
and ways of doing things. For example,
most retailers will go through website
redesign projects every three to four
years or so. They go out to creative
agencies, debate the details with a room
of stakeholders, and hey presto they’ve
got a brand new website.
Those championing CRO will need
to challenge this approach to show that
changing so many elements of a website
introduces a huge range of unknowns,
which are really hard to measure. We
routinely see these types of retailers
being disappointed on launch day when
they see a massive drop in performance.
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Instead testing and optimisation can
be used to redesign your website based
solely on the impactful, revenue driving
changes that are proven to work, before
they’re even put into development.
To really challenge existing ways of
working such as above, the importance
of optimisation really needs to be
recognised from the top tier of the
business. This, with the right engagement
and communication strategy will give
employees the confidence to pick up and
run with this approach.
Some ways we’ve helped retailers do
this in the past include ensuring data
and learnings are visible companywide,
running collaborative sketching or
ideation sessions with a cross section of
the company or gamifying the testing
process by running competitions
involving peers.
Only by tackling and embracing these
cultural changes, alongside using a
well-defined, structured optimisation
methodology, can businesses fully
exploit the growth opportunities
created by developing a CRO strategy.

Paul Rouke

Director of optimisation
www.prwd.co.uk

EXPERT’S VIEW

What’s the checkout’s
impact on the conversion
rate – and what does it
take to improve it?
E-commerce is growing, rapidly and
steadily. In recent years, it’s mobile
shopping that’s the driver. Although
there’s an increase in laptop shopping,
the speed of growth in mobile shopping
is changing the game.
Today, many retailers find that 50%
or more of their traffic comes from
smartphones and tablets. Still, this
doesn’t mean more sales for the retailers.
In fact, it could be the other way around.
Getting people to the e-store isn’t
enough. E-retailers are spending lots
of time and money on marketing,
logistics, products and store layout. All
this to get the customers to the e-store
and to make the visit a nice experience.
This is all good – but only if your
checkout is optimal -- otherwise, the
investment in time, effort and money
is wasted.
We believe the checkout is the most
important part of the store and the user
experience. To maximise sales, you need
to maximise conversion. To maximise
conversion you need to remove all
friction. This applies for a laptop
customer as well. But it becomes even
more apparent for someone shopping
-- or should we say intending to shop -from a smartphone.
Consumers want an excellent
shopping experience. But they also
need an excellent checkout experience
- which means one they do not have to
think about whatever route they have
taken to get to it. If they have to struggle
to complete their purchase, they will
simply abandon it.
If 100 people go to the checkout,
how many shop? The reality is pretty

painful reading if you are an e-retailer.
Research shows that of 100 customers
that typically entered an online store
and clicked on ‘go to checkout’ only
33 actually carried out their purchase.
Imagine 100 people walking up to the
checkout in a physical store and then
two thirds of them just leaving their
things on the counter and walking
away. This would cause panic among
managers in real life stores. So why
doesn’t it create panic among online
business managers?
When it comes to mobile retail those
already poor stats drop even further. In a
smartphone checkout – research shows
that three (yes you read that right - three!)
out of 100 complete their purchase.
There seems to be a “truth” about
e-commerce today, which says that
everyone should excel at everything.
We don’t really believe in this. We
are convinced that e-commerce is
about specialising. A retailer that tries
everything may not excel at anything.
Such a player will struggle against fierce
and specialised competition. Instead we
believe businesses should focus on doing
one thing really, really well.
A bookseller should focus on offering
the biggest and best range of books. A
clothing retailer should focus solely on
providing the fashion its target audience
is looking for.
The rest should preferably be left
to specialists. The specialists are
completely dedicated around a single
field, with the resources to focus on
the granular details that may not look
like much, but play a crucial role in the
complete experience.

Approximately four trillion dollars
worth of merchandise will be abandoned
in online shopping carts this year.
That’s $4 trillion dollars worth of goods
from UK retailers that could have been
purchased by domestic consumers or
exported. It doesn’t matter what you sell,
these numbers are terrifying, and send
loud and clear signal to any business that
needs to effectively sell online to survive.
Make it easier to buy your goods, across
all devices, and conversion will bloom.

Niklas Adalberth.
Deputy CEO and
co-founder
www.klarna.com
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EXPERT’S VIEW

How does real time support
in an online environment
help boost CRO and ensure
a purchase sticks?
When it comes to online retail, a
conversion should be defined as a
purchase that sticks. By providing realtime support via chat, web callback or
video chat, online businesses are able
to remove that element of uncertainty
which might lead to a return and a
purchase that therefore has no value in
the long run.
Online visitors are frequently
faced with a number of obstacles.
These include not being able to find
the product they are looking for, not
understanding the product they are
viewing or questions about how the
goods will be received.
The use of real-time customer
support to help online visitors in
all these situations can reassure
and facilitate the purchase process,
overcoming the obstacles that can
otherwise be a barrier to conversion.
Indeed, research carried out by
Forrester Research in “Making
Proactive Chat Work” found that
44% of online consumers say that
having questions answered by a live
person while in the middle of an
online purchase is one of the most
important features a website can offer.
Furthermore, live chat has the highest
satisfaction levels of all customer
service channels with 73% compared to
only 44% via phone and 48% via social
media according to a 2013 report from
eDigital Research.
The first scenario is that of an
online visitor who is having difficulties
finding the right product. Once you
have identified what kinds of browsing
behaviour are indicative of this, you can

set rules to proactively engage in realtime with those visitors. If for example,
a visitor has viewed more than five
different product pages, seen a sold-out
or product unavailable notification, or is
on the third page of a list of products after
a search, then real-time advice from a
human being can make a big difference.
For visitors who have found the
product they want but who still need
information and reassurance, realtime support options can increase
conversion by removing any drawbacks.
For example it is likely that visitors
viewing the terms and conditions
page will appreciate the help of an
agent who can give them the specific
piece of information they are looking
for. Similarly, a visitor who has spent
more than three minutes browsing
the delivery options page reveals
the behaviour of someone who will
welcome guidance, thereby also
increasing the likelihood of conversion.
According to IMRG, the average
online conversion rate for the UK
market (excluding travel) was 4.6%
between January and July 2014.
Conversion rates after chat in the
eCommerce sector tend to vary from
15 to 25% depending on the proactive
engagement strategy which is
implemented. The impact of real-time
communication channels on the global
conversion rate of your website depends
largely on the number of agents your
business is able to dedicate to these
channels as this determines the number
of online visitors you can engage with.
The combination of different realtime communication channels can also
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contribute to optimising conversion
rates. For high value products or
services which entail high levels of
commitment, the conversation might
start via chat and then move to the
Click to Call channel when the visitor’s
interest in the product is confirmed.
Optimising conversion rates is also
about communicating via the channel
that suits the visitor best.
Click to Chat can also be used as
a way to gather customer feedback
about the website’s usability. Frequent
comments about information being
hard to find enables businesses to learn
and rectify any shortcomings. These
optimisations will in turn optimise the
website conversion rate.
Finally, the capacity of real-time
communication channels to impact
conversion rates is also strongly
dependant on the skills and knowledge
of your customer support agents. With
the right sales techniques and customer
service approach, your agents can
become true brand ambassadors who
will not only seal the deal and boost
conversion rates but also contribute to
creating a memorable experience for
the customer and positively impacting
customer loyalty.

Kilian Auray

Professional
services director
www.iadvize.com

CRO in a connected
commerce world
Why effective optimisation needs to be defined and led from the very top

B

oosting conversion is at the heart of any
retailer’s business and it’s no surprise since
small changes can deliver big results. “For me
it’s one of the most important things I look at
right now,” says Brian Mak, chief marketing
officer at Wauwaa. “If you have 1,000 people come to the site
and five purchase I have a .5% conversion rate but if I have
a 1% conversion rate I have doubled my revenue without
doing very much,” he says. And of course this is the pure
principle of CRO – done correctly it’s much easier – and more
importantly cheaper - to optimise your conversion than it is
to send more – and perhaps irrelevant – traffic to your site.
The focus has long been purely about the sale but
increasingly retailers are concerning themselves with
conversions such as account creation, email sign-up, the
creation of an account, an app download or even micro
conversions such as a Facebook Like.
At ShopDirect the company has been working hard to bring
CRO to the heart of its business over the last couple of years.
Jonathan Wall, group ecommerce director at ShopDirect,
admits it’s no easy task. “Most of the retailers we speak to are
moving down this road but none stand out as nailing it yet
I’m afraid. It would seem the smaller the better and the major
retailers are just getting the basics right, such as which testing
platform to use,” he says.

Defining CRO
Of course retailers can’t deal with conversion rate
optimisation until they have actually defined what it
means for their business, but many are still struggling
to understand. “The label CRO is only a few years old,
and although it’s clear and catchy it risks limiting itself
by its label. Optimisation can be applied far outside

conversion” says Paul Postance, former group head of
ecommerce conversion at ShopDirect and latterly head
of digital conversion at EE. He believes that optimisation
should be embedded in any business as a constant
iterative improvement mechanism, not an after-thought or
someone’s pet project.
The strict definition embraced by many is simple: “A
conversion in its simplest sense is based on the ratio of
sales to visits, specifically the number of orders divided
by the number of visits to our various web, mobile and
other sites (apps for example),” says Robin Worthington,
multichannel director at Office. “Whilst customer
behaviour and the ecommerce landscape have changed
enormously, using this basic measure of conversion is a
constant that allows us to track and compare performance
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over time. Conversion rate optimisation is therefore hugely
important,” he says.
But even Worthington admits this is too simplistic a
definition for those choosing to embrace it across their
business in the connected commerce world rather than
just online. “In practise, the definition of CRO is far more
complex, as every action we take across the customer
journey is in some way designed to optimise conversion;
from the text we run in Google Ads to the position of
buttons during site checkout. It is the combination of
many interwoven factors that results in the final ‘sales’
conversion,” he says.
Kevin Sears, head of online at Bathstore, says it’s a more
complicated measure. “Conversion is not just a simple
calculation of visits divided by transactions, we have many
other metrics we measure such as visits to the store locator,
design consultation requests and installation requests to
name a few,” he says.
“The reality is that customer journeys are not so simple; the
path to purchase can involve multiple visits over many days
and potentially on different devices,” says Stuart McMillan,
deputy head of ecommerce at Schuh. “Not all visits to website
have the potential to convert,” he says.

“Conversion is not just
a simple calculation
of visits divided by
transactions.”
Kevin Sears, Bathstore

At ShopDirect the business doesn’t much care for the CRO
label. “CRO as an acronym doesn’t get used much within our
business as we call it experimentation but it has the same
output of improving conversion rates and experience for our
customers,” says Wall.
Sam Barton, head of user experience at ShopDirect,
explains why. “CRO suggests one or two or few large-scale
measures. Experimentation is more longer term looking at a
programme of activity across the whole website,” he says.
At Majestic Wine online optimisation manager Stephen
Green also takes a broader view of CRO, preferring to refer
to it as optimisation instead. “To me optimisation is about
improving all business processes in order to reach the
maximum number of potential customers at the lowest cost
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and offer them the best possible service and experience. I find
the term ‘conversion rate’ can be too restrictive, especially
within a multi-channel business, and often focuses attention
on the checkout funnel or does not consider the post-sale
experience,” he says.
At NotOnTheHighStreet.com optimisation efforts
have delivered huge benefits for the business and Ollie
Scheers, optimisation manager at the company, says this
is largely to do with the fact that its optimisation activity
is not just focused on conversion. “We view our activities
as more aligned to customer experience optimisation,
which can cover anything from increasing average order
value through targeted cross-selling, improving the ability
to contact sellers, increasing social sharing, encouraging
repeat visits, etc,” he says.
McMillan also believes that a more sophisticated view
needs to be taken. “Where I’d like to be is the situation
where we measure conversion rate per visitor not per visit,
and in fact I’d like to measure conversion rate per prospect
instead of per visitor, where we consider whether the visitor
has any intention of making the sale. So, 100% of visits
definitely won’t turn in to a sale, but a higher number of
visitors should turn in to a sale, and an even higher number
of prospects should turn in to a sale. This is something
all retailers should be working towards -- a much more
nuanced understanding of their traffic,” he says.

Leading from the top
However you want to term it CRO needs to be embraced
across all thinking of the business. “CRO needs to be granular,
every single interaction with your customer needs to be
optimised, while at the same time maintaining a unified,
consistent experience,” says McMillan. This means that
retailers need to embrace CRO at the highest levels.
At Wauwaa Mak says it’s something he champions. “I’m
always pushing this topic and will continue up to the point
that CRO is exceeding 10% - then there’s not much to do

but until then I will keep pushing it within everyone in the
business from top to bottom,” he says.
Our interviews showed that for most retailers CRO is the
main concern of the marketing and ecommerce teams but
real success comes from empowering all within the business.
At Office each individual in the multichannel team has
responsibility for CRO within their own area of experience.
“For example, the PPC and SEO teams are responsible for
ensuring the customer journey from search is optimised to
the point of conversion. Likewise, the CRM team will test
multiple versions of emails to ensure the highest click through
and sales rates. And they in turn will work closely with the
site designers and UX specialists to ensure that the commerce
sites themselves are set up in the best possible way to aid
conversion,” says Robin Worthington, multichannel director.
The realisation, throughout the company, that small
gains in conversion percentages can mean significant
additional revenue means that conversion is discussed
at every level – including the board who will sign off
significant new CRO initiatives.
The same is true at footwear retailer Schuh. “CRO is
appreciated at the very highest levels within Schuh,”
says McMillan. “UX and CRO have been equated to good
customer service which is one of the main pillars of our
business,” he says.
Green says the senior and more junior staff within his
business actually look at CRO – or optimisation as he terms
it - quite differently but both still realise its importance.
“Optimisation, especially when tied to revenue, really sits at
the heart of any business. Whilst board-level directors can
appreciate optimisation as an ongoing strategy, colleagues
discuss it in terms of projects, their involvement and the
success they generate,” he says.
However whilst retailers realise the importance of
discussing and pushing CRO from the highest levels of
the business only a small minority actually had dedicated
optimisation staff – showing perhaps that more recognition
is needed yet.
Paul Rouke, founder and director of optimisation for full
service conversion optimisation agency agency PRWD says
that retailers can face a challenge into making the cultural
changes required to push such projects and to embrace the
testing philosophy that allows CRO to be maximised. “We
have seen some retailers do some testing and then not any
for six to nine months but testing is a cultural change and
is something that needs to be embedded in the business.
It needs changes to the cultural mindset and mentality of
the company,” he says. Instead he says successful projects
should be led by a senior person that is able to make
effective change. “Most successful projects have a senior
champion to do the testing and get the buy-in,” he says.
It seems the more senior that person the more likely that
strategy is to succeed.

How to begin a retail CRO project
With roles that have included head of digital
conversion at EE as well as having also worked as head
of ecommerce conversion at ShopDirect CRO and
implementing CRO is a key part of Paul Postance’s
expertise. However he admits putting in place a CRO
strategy – and ensuring it sticks across the business
can be tough. “I always start with a gap analysis of what
resources exist or are needed, inputs and building key
relationships, then make an agreed approach and plan
deliverables – but in an agile way and as rapidly as
possible,” he says. “The point is to start grabbing the
low hanging fruit. I calibrate analytics with AA tests
then go for simple but high impact splits and use the
results to educate and gain interest internally,” Linking
testing with marketing spend, product managers, design
and development communities and others is vital. The
more data inputs the better informed tests will be from click activity, heat maps, web chat into slower but
more qualitative sources like focus groups and research
panels,” he says.
Although external expertise and support is vital
internal expertise is also important for making CRO
work, according to Postance. “I always advocate having
as much skill inside the business as possible and building
a knowledge archive. Dedicated internal staff have the
relationships and knowledge to help bring CRO into
hearts and minds rather than be an external ‘add-on’
someone manages. In a very small organisation this
could be just one person, or in a large one heading up a
whole department,” he says.
When it comes to reporting it’s a case of the more
metrics the better, as long as it’s not prohibitive to report
on them or take action. But equally a good CRO strategy
shouldn’t ignore common sense and other factors
too: “A fantastic process I worked with was at Shop
Direct where an internal tool showed customer level
split test results as well as the third party tool we used.
One account creation split test showed a conversion
increase (measured by onsite activity), but longer term
customer analysis with our internal tools showed the
effect was actually a decrease in profitability as those
new customers became dormant or churned more than
before. This wouldn’t have been found going by the split
test tool alone,” says Postance.
For the most effective implementation of and
increased likelihood of success for a CRO strategy
plans, decisions and results must be shared to ensure
everyone in the business is kept up to date with progress.
“I find that as long as people can see the roadmap and
where their favoured test is or why it isn’t on it, they are
engaged and it’s a collaboration not a contest,” he says.
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More than 20 retailers
interviewed in-depth on CRO
Conversion Rate Optimisation (CRO) has many definitions depending upon one’s focus, but for more than
half of our interviewed retailers ‘conversion’ meant “a visit that leads to a sale”. Others cited micro conversion
analysis along all customer actions, decision points and contacts, yet all agreed that optimisation techniques
cover anything and everything that can be done to improve performance. It’s a whole business, every-technique
approach, and this is best brought to life by the expert practitioners themselves.

I am responsible for CRO – it’s
something that has almost become an
addiction - albeit a healthy one!
Tom Murrell, web development manager at Walls and Floors

It is always key to remind
yourself of the aim of any test you
run, i.e. what would I like to find out
and will that make any difference to
the business. So many things are just
interesting but without any potential
for real business impact.
Seb Villien, director of ecommerce
at Joe Browns

Having very clear call to actions – “shop here”, “buy
now” – these things are so important and without them a
lot of time people won’t actually become customers.
Brian Mak, chief marketing officer at Wauwaa
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Product availability
and pricing are probably the
two biggest influencers on
conversion, so if those aren’t
right, you’re wasting effort
with complicated onsite
optimising techniques.
Robin Worthington,
multichannel director at Office

So far we have delivered a 7 figure return on our
investment in optimisation, and for every £1 we have spent
on optimisation we have made roughly £14 back. This has
been a fantastic return on investment for us.
Ollie Scheers, optimisation manager at NotOnTheHighStreet.com

We have seen up to 68%
conversion increase in Norway
using Klarna Checkout.
Simon Saneback, former CMO of Stylepit

A lot of big companies that
I have worked with are not even
testing – they are going with their gut
feeling or following their customers
which is disastrous.
A research interviewee

We’ve moved away from making
changes on the website because we ‘think’
it’s the right thing to do.
Sam Barton, head of user experience at ShopDirect

CRO is owned by everyone – and is
a key KPI for myself, the digital director
and our managing director.
Sally Heath, head of ecommerce at New Look

CRO is about improving business
processes to reach the maximum number of
potential customers at the lowest cost with
the best possible service and experience.
Stephen Green, online optimisation manager at Majestic Wine

Livechat for us is not a
nice to have it’s essential and
we have used it for years.
Jenny Parker, marketing director
and cofounder at Country Attire
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Measuring the impact of CRO
Having defined CRO what are retailers actually doing, what are
the challenges they face and how are they measuring its impact?

T

he research showed how retailers are
defining CRO and how they are leading
it from the top in the most successful
instances but we also looked at the strategies
retailers were actually implementing and the
measures they had to determine success.
The results showed that retailers gauge impact through
analysis of a number of KPIs which aren’t necessarily
consistent across retailers.
At Schuh deputy head of ecommerce Stuart McMillan
says the retailer looks at the landing page to success page
conversion funnel and seeks to optimise every step in that
journey, such as product page views and add to bag in terms of
the KPIs it sets. “When it comes to testing, we more often talk
about the particular funnel step than the overall conversion
improvement, and in fact when we do talk about the “end
result”, we’ll talk about Revenue per Visitor,” he says.
At Wauwaa Brian Mak, chief marketing officer, says
the company defines and values CRO against three key
metrics; traffic compared to registered users, traffic versus
purchases and registered users against purchases. He says
the company works hard to drive traffic to its site but even
harder on ensuring those visitors translate into registered
users since once they do they have a better lifetime value.
“We look at which traffic sources and which channels are
yielding the best purchase rate and look at everything from
visuals to checkout to product,” he says.
Former retailer Paul Postance says the KPIs to focus on are
determined by what matters most to the business concerned.
“Every day I look for problems or opportunities to help growth
and hitting targets. Conversion rate, average order value and
bounce or exit are the main ones I devote love and attention
to, but there are many others for example returns, credit check
/ fraud, product margin, site search, page download times etc
which are important as these also directly influence bottom line
numbers. Then there are meta-KPIs from testing itself,” he says.
Looking at macro KPIs rather than just conversion is
essential according to Simon Saneback, an ecommerce and
CRO specialist and former chief marketing officer at Danish
fashion giant Stylepit. “People should not look blindly at
conversion rate as a main KPI,” he says.

To know what changes to implement retailers of
course have to test to see what works – especially as they
realise that to ensure successful conversion a gut instinct
approach is no longer enough. “We’ve moved away from
making changes on the website because we ‘think’ it’s
the right thing to do,” says Sam Barton, head of user
experience at ShopDirect.
He stresses that assumptions about customer behaviour
should always be challenged – even if it seems like the
right thing to do and even if testing seems to have proven
it is the best course of action. “Around 18 months ago we
replatformed and changed our checkout process. We put it
into user testing and there were no issues but we put it live
without live testing and found that was a certain customer
set – also one of the most high impact demographic
customers – that was being impacted and we saw a drop in
sales as a consequence of that,” says Barton. The experience
proved a valuable lesson hard learnt. “We decided that we
had to measure everything after that,” he says.
Barton says retailers have to ensure the customer is at the
heart of their optimisation efforts. “The key thing is to focus
on the customer- everything should be customer led,” he says.
And yet it’s something many claim the larger retailers
are failing to do since they don’t have the agility of their
smaller peers. “A lot of big companies that I have worked
with are not even testing – they are going with their gut
feeling or following their customers which is disastrous,”
said one interviewee.
At Office multichannel director Robin Worthington says
customer need is the greatest driver for CRO projects,
followed only then by those that will deliver the biggest
returns. “The first priority would always be customer
feedback,” says Worthington. “If our surveys, analytics
funnels and UX reviews are highlighting particular areas
that customers are unhappy with, we would always try and
prioritise these. Aside from that it is largely based on which
ones we feel will give the biggest conversion or financial
uplift, and occasionally it can be based on how quick or
simple a particular test is to set up,” he says.
At Schuh McMillan says the company looks at its data
to decide what to test. “Testing ideas must be driven by
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data; so we’ll look at our analytics data and see where
we are leaking conversion, we watch user testing videos
and try and identify user friction. We’ll perhaps then use
eye-tracking simulation to try and understand the problem
better,” says McMillan.
Retailers are generally testing for at least one business
cycle – usually a week – however many experts in this field
suggest at least two business cycles with the advice to also
factor in sales or promotions within the test duration.
At Majestic Wine online optimisation manager Stephen
Green says he runs tests on a minimum of two business
cycles in order to reduce the effect of weekly variations
of traffic, channel and intent – and includes at least 500
participants per variation. “Regarding CRO data analysis,
this is an area where you can never be too careful. For
meaningful results you will need an intimate understanding
of your analytics configuration and the tool you use. Do
not take any number as a given and really question any
number you see, regardless of how exciting it looks. There
are countless stories of CRO practitioners unwittingly falling
into a data trap and for very good reason,” says Green.
Postance advises longer. “I favour multiple concurrent
AB/n tests and at least one more complex multivariate test
in one cycle of about a month based on core transactional
journeys,” he says. But he points out that those within
the optimisation teams of a business should also ensure
they don’t get pushed to do the ridiculous. “It has to be
a ‘testable’ test that has a chance of adding value and all
tracked and controlled appropriately. Managing this will
stop nonsense ideas getting off the ground. I once had a
stakeholder push for a test that I showed would take over a
year to give valid result. We didn’t do that test,” he says.
At ShopDirect Barton prioritises tests on the pages that
have the biggest volume of customer – allowing him and his
team to quickly understand and ensure tests are relevant.
At NotOnTheHighStreet.com optimisation manager Ollie
Scheers says his company also tries to use as much traffic as
possible across all its devices for test and learn opportunities.
“We plan our roadmap so that we can run concurrent tests
across our site on desktop, tablet and mobile. We set an
expected conversion rate uplift (or change in our chosen
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success metric) for the test and then calculate the required
sample sizes for a 2-tail T-test. For us it’s important that we
can also measure any negative impact a change on our site
delivers, so we can validate ideas,” he says.
Seb Villien, director of ecommerce at fashion retailer
Joe Browns, sounds a note of caution when deciding how
and what to test however. “From my point of view, it is
always key to remind yourself of the aim of any test you
run, i.e. what would I like to find out and will that make
any difference to the business. So many things are just
interesting but without any potential for real business
impact,” he points out.
And he says the same is true when deciding on the variant
of tests run. “The other point is to be 100% comfortable
with any variation of a test you run; if there is one that you
would never want to implement because it is not on brand
or goes against your strategy, do not include it in the test
– it would be pointless (and head-scratching if this specific
combination was the winning formula!),” he says.
Retailers know there is much to do in the area of CRO and it’s
certainly keeping them busy. The customer journey must be as
frictionless as possible to drive conversion and that’s increasingly
harder to do as customers’ expectations rise yet further. “People
are far less patient now, and will get irritated and leave the site
for quite small things,” says Swaggerandswoon.com founder and
managing director Gary Baker.
CRO is about converting as many visitors to your business
as possible into customers but of course this means that
traffic driven to the site has to be as relevant as possible.
“The problem with driving irrelevant traffic to your site is
that it can be costly. If you have a low conversion rate of
0.1% with irrelevant traffic, and a conversion rate of 1%
with relevant traffic, that’s a ten-fold difference. Therefore
with a low conversion rate, the cost for that irrelevant traffic
conversion should be a tenth of the cost of relevant traffic,”
says Ivan Lopez, CEO of Wauwaa. “This doesn’t take in to
account the cost of handling a high-volume of irrelevant
traffic, such as SEO, bandwidth cost, potential customer
service issues, social media, history score for SEM and
social media. Because of this, we focus our efforts in driving
traffic that is relevant to the site,” he says. This is seeing

the company increasingly
focus on segmentation and
personalised content, using
marketing automation software from
specialists Bronto.
Discoverability is a huge problem for many
retailers – especially those that have a wide variety
of ranges and suppliers such as NotOnTheHighStreet.
com. “We have over 170,000 products on our site shipped
from over 5,000 different sellers across the UK. We have
a key focus on site search testing and algorithm testing that
ensures the best products appear within the right category, and
the right recommendations are surfaced across the site,” says
Scheers.
Walls and Floors web development manager Tom Murrell
says the competitive environment of the online world makes
differentiating a tough must do and that new technologies
can help with that. “There’s so much choice and so many
options, you need to aim to stand out from the crowd. I
like us to innovate and take the odd risk with a new online
technology, if it doesn’t work out discard it and on to the
next test,” he says.
The challenges of conversion also differ according to
location and what may be a frictionless transaction for
one country may not be for another – with payment being
a typical example. Country Attire for example is looking
at offering differing payment options in Germany that
better suit the habits of the local consumer with the aim of
boosting conversion there.
The checkout process can be easily overlooked in the
challenge of conversion yet can be a powerful functionality
to enhance conversion. At Bathstore.com one of the
company’s most recent CRO projects focused on the
development and release of a new checkout producing some
staggering results, according to head of online Kevin Sears.
“We were able to reduce the number of steps to payment
by an extraordinary 25%. As well as improving conversion
rate, it speeds up the process for the customer making their
life easier. We have seen an 8.2% increase in the number of
customers that entered the checkout and then proceeded
to the payment stage,” he says. The numbers achieved from

the changes also made it a key talking point at board level,
according to Sears.
At WauWaa a very simple change of moving the checkout
from forced registration to include a guest checkout in the
middle of 2014 also increased conversion rates dramatically,
according Mak.
At Danish fashion retailer Stylepit the retailer addressed
conversion at checkout with the implementation of Klarna
Checkout which speeds up the checkout process by taking
away the usual payment barriers to conversion, thereby
increasing the likelihood of a sale. As well as saving in
time and money the project saw an increase of 68% in its
conversion rate in Norway.
Some of the most influential CRO changes can be about
challenging ill-thought out assumptions and so few tests
are without cause since the tiniest factor can have huge
impacts. “Other barriers could be as silly as your messaging
or your visuals,” says Mak. However it could also be that
a retailer is simply missing a call to action. “Having clear
calls to actions is very important. Sometimes we run
promotions of 30% off and on the first day we will get some
people that are interested but often it’s not till the last day
when we message customers to say that the Sale is ending
that orders actually come in. We have done campaigns
where we didn’t run reminders and saw that the conversion
was more flat,” he says. “Having very clear call to actions –
“shop here”, “buy now” – these things are so important and
without them a lot of time people won’t actually become
customers,” says Mak.
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CASE STUDIES

Shining the
spotlight on CRO
Retailers are working hard to embrace CRO practises
across their business but what exactly are they doing?

ShopDirect:
Testing to
the limit

At ShopDirect the retailer refuses to use the acronym CRO or the term conversion rate
optimisation calling its work in this area experimentation since the company feels that’s a
better definition of what it is doing.
“Experimentation suited as we are experimenting on the website. We write a hypothesis
– ‘if we make this change it will impact this’ -- and we have a view on the outcome we would
like it to be and then we test it,” says Sam Barton, head of user experience at ShopDirect.
The company is currently running around 50 tests a month. This will rise to 100 by June
this year and to 140 by the same time next year. “We test everything,” says Barton. And he
says the company isn’t afraid of failure since there are lessons to be learnt from everything.
“A third of our experiments are successful, a third are inconsequential and a third fail,” he
says. “We call it test and learn because whether we win, it’s insignificant or it fails we always
look to learn from it – it’s a continuous cycle,” says Barton.
The retailer was one of the first to introduce its own in-house lab, which it built a year
ago, and into which it brings customers to test the company’s site, observed by stakeholders
and colleagues. To date more than 250 customers have passed through the testing lab and
more than 1,000 colleagues have observed testing.
With such scale of tests maintaining momentum around a testing culture can be
tough as less wins are identified so Barton’s focus is on maintaining the enthusiasm
for experimentation. “It’s about how we manage that in terms of the scale and the
platforms we use. Ultimately there are areas of customer friction everywhere on the
site. In terms of finding those tests it is about looking at multiple challenges –for
instance on a product page there may be 40 ways you can execute it so it’s about
running that as a process of events,” says Barton.
And although the comparative scale of test wins may lessen the drive won’t, insists
Barton. “We are seeing significant increases in conversion and sales – that maintains
interest,” he says.
Experimentation is now embraced across the business and clear results are being seen.
“We are seven months in to the financial year and are just short of meeting our commercial
targets [for CRO] for the full financial year. That gives you an idea of how successful we are
being,” says Barton.

Shopdirect was one of the first retailers to introduce its own in-house user lab
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Paperchase:
Pinning CRO to
the top of the
agenda

NotOnThe
HighStreet.com:
Dedicating more
resources
than ever

At Paperchase multichannel director Joe Irons keeps an eye on conversion rate as a metric
on a daily basis for both the website and stores. “It is a key measure of how easy we are
making it for customers to shop our brand and find the products that they want,” he says.
The retailer re-platformed its website and chose a responsive design early in 2014 in
order to improve the brand presentation and overall customer journey across all devices
to ultimately improve conversion. “As part of that development we invested a lot of time in
improving our product presentation, with better images and descriptions, adding customer
reviews and more engaging content,” says Irons. The company also improved its delivery
options and introduced click and collect to help further boost the likelihood of its customers
actually purchasing.
“Ultimately our whole approach to conversion has been what can we do to make shopping
with Paperchase as enjoyable and as easy as possible. We have all always done that very well
in our stores – it’s about applying the same principles to our website,” says Irons.
He says the same store mentality as instore needs to be brought online – a key
challenge for many bricks and mortar retailers. “As with most retail businesses we have
a number of key KPIs that we focus on and one of those in our stores is conversion. We
look at conversion as a good indicator of how we are satisfying customers through the
experience we give,” says Irons.
And the equation is simple: “If the customers like the product, if they enjoy the store
environment and they are given great service, typically they will buy from us. If we get any
of those things wrong, our chances of converting the customer will be less,” he says.
Irons recognises that conversion rate optimisation is a continual process fuelled by
ongoing testing and trialling but says the results speak for themselves. “Paperchase has
seen significant conversion improvements on both mobile and desktop this year, as well
as in our stores. We have an ongoing commitment to improving conversion rate across all
channels and see it as key driver of both customer satisfaction and sales,” he says.

The past financial year has seen a transformation in conversion rate optimisation at online
retailer NotOnThHighStreet.com. The retailer increased its investment in conversion rate
optimisation and hired a dedicated member of staff whose task it is to own and manage
optimisation within the business. The change that has allowed big changes in both how
CRO is managed, testing done and the results gained from it have been huge according to
NotOnTheHighStreet.com optimisation manager Ollie Scheers. “This has resulted in us
moving from launching 9 MVT/AB tests in 2013/14 to being on track to deliver over 100
by the end of 2014/15. These tests have ranged from simple AB tests, algorithm and search
improvements, complex MVTs, and personalised experiences,” he says.
The results have certainly been impressive with a staggering seven figure return on
investment from this increased test volume, according to Scheers. “When we started the
year we set an incremental sales target of £5,000,000 to be delivered from our optimisation
activities. We are on our way to achieving that,” he says.
And whilst the 100 plus tests it will have completed by the year end won’t all have
necessarily delivered a revenue benefit Scheers stresses that every test has been valuable.
“They have all delivered insight which we can use to inform future tests and changes to our
site,” says Scheers. “One of the other KPIs we measure is the percentage of our tests that
result in a change to our site or how we do things within NotOnTheHighStreet.com. This
ensures that we can measure the business impact of our optimisation activities beyond the
incremental revenue it delivers,” he says.
For a retailer that faces the huge challenge of selling a very wide range of products from a
scattered, wide supply base conversion rate optimisation is key.
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Office:
Making CRO
smarter than
ever

The Entertainer:
Understanding
that play makes
perfect

At shoe retailer Office multichannel director Robin Worthington says that the company
goes through a continual process of test and learn using the bad as well as the good to help
improve future performance of conversion throughout its business. The company uses
Multi Variant Testing (MVT) almost continuously on its website to test multiple variations
of certain key pages to see which combination of factors is most effective at improving
conversion. “After the most effective combination is determined, we then build these
changes into the site design,” says Worthington.
But he says customer journey analysis is also important. “We use a combination of
approaches including funnel analysis via analytics, to see which pages and points have
the highest drop off rates, but we also use the tool SessionCam which allows us to record
customer journeys and play them back to work out where any customer pain points are,”
he says. In addition the company follows that up with continuous research to understand
how customers are using its online site making use of tools such as pop-up exit surveys, and
post-purchase email surveys to help identify whether areas of the site are causing problems.
Worthington says Office ran a major usability project with PRWD last year, culminating
in the redesign of its product pages and checkout process.
Other techniques Worthington says Office uses to optimise conversion include basket
abandonment emails, PPC landing page optimisation, copy optimisation and targeted
marketing via segmented email marketing.
However Worthington warns retailers that all this work means nothing if the
retailing basics aren’t in place that will allow conversion to actually follow through.
“Product availability and pricing are probably the two biggest influencers on
conversion, so if those aren’t right, you’re wasting effort with complicated onsite
optimising techniques. For an online retailer, having the right delivery proposition
is also critical; although there are now so many great ways of getting products to
customers, that this really shouldn’t be an issue,” he says.

Toy retailer The Entertainer is at the earlier stages of a full conversion rate optimisation
strategy but realises the value it brings nonetheless. Although the company broadly defines
conversion as the ultimate conclusion of a sale the company’s online trading manager Rob
Wood says that undermines a lot of the work the retailer is doing in this area. “There is the
major conversion of someone buying something but there’s also the value of things like
shares on Facebook which is part of our thinking around conversion. The challenge is how
do we measure it? We need to add in a value for that number but we have no idea at the
moment whether that is 3p or £3,” he says.
The retailer is currently introducing a new CRM system that will help to give it a
single view of the customer as it looks to understand their true lifetime value and
further aid conversion.
Like many of the retailers interviewed for this report The Entertainer launched a new
responsive site last October, increasing its focus on conversion statistics across devices
since then. “One of the challenges is that so many people interact on so many different
devices that it can be hard to track what they are doing. It’s about how to link those devices
together. Someone like Amazon is great at it but for a gift retailer like us where someone
may only shop once or twice a year with us it’s harder to get that register where people are
logged in and we recognise who they are,” says Wood.
The company also does a lot of visitor testing – particularly using resources such as
usertesting.com where retailers can set tasks and see videos and recorded narrative of
customers completing the set customer journey. “That’s really useful and relatively cheap,”
says Wood.
The focus on CRO will ramp up in 2015 as the retailer broadens its CRO strategy
further. “We learnt a lot last year about where we are on the journey but the big
challenge this year and next will be measuring it – especially across different channels
and different devices,” says Wood.
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Majestic Wine:
Sharing a glass
with a group
CRO approach

Schuh: Taking
giant steps
forward

At Majestic Wine online optimisation manager Stephen Green says that the most successful
outcomes have come from projects where the company has considered the full user journey
rather than just a traditional CRO approach. “Tools such as A/B/n and MVT are just a
part of our optimisation testing. As people and processes are key to optimisation, we have
trialled a group approach where ten or so colleagues are tasked with researching aspects of
the area that has been identified for improvement,” says Green.
These colleagues – who don’t necessarily work within optimisation or UX – then report
back and share their findings and thoughts with the wider group. “From this approach we
have been able to re-design product categories that have shown consistent high doubledigit revenue growth year on year,” says Green.
He says the broader approach works well. “I have found this approach to be superior to
A/B/n testing as it considers the full journey from acquisition, product competitiveness
and merchandising. It can also identify areas that may not have been considered otherwise
and confers a sense of group ownership. Most importantly, it looks at the core offering and
usability of the website for the longer term,” he says.
The company’s success has come from ensuring every one of the company’s colleagues
embraces the optimisation strategy of the business. “At Majestic Wine, it is everyone’s
responsibility,” says Green. This means that every person is tasked with ensuring the
maximum conversion at the stage they are responsible for -- whether that’s digital
marketing who drive acquisition through to with development department who ensure
customers can check out. “I see my role as overseeing all of these stages and supporting my
colleagues with ideas and advice. Central to my optimisation approach is ensuring every
team member is comfortable talking about optimising each step and taking responsibility
for the area they control. Together we make a far greater impact and ultimately one that is
best for the customer,” he says.

At footwear retailer Schuh the biggest activity to date has been the company’s responsive
website relaunch in September 2014 designed to make it easier to operate across all devices.
“We now have a site that has a lot of best practice built in and is a real platform for further
conversion growth,” says Schuh’s deputy head of ecommerce Stuart McMillan. The results,
he says, have been worth the investment. “Since the launch we have seen impressive
conversion growth and in 2015 we need to continue to build on that success,” he says.
The business carries out a range of core CRO techniques using quantitative and
qualitative data, such as MVT and A/B testing, remote user testing, click tracking and eye
tracking. McMillan says such tactics will continue to be useful for the business. Schuh
typically launches around 100 enhancements to the site each year.
As well as its own internal team the company also works with full service conversion
optimisation agency PRWD, which also works with the likes of Allsaints and North Face, to
bolster its expertise. This is particularly useful with regards to moderated user testing which
McMillan says falls out of his company’s expertise. “They plan a user journey, bringing
members of the public in to a UX lab and asking them to carry out the user journey. We
then get a detailed set of observations and recommendations allowing us to construct a
project to improve the site,” says McMillan.
The responsive site launch last year has also reinvigorated the company’s approach
to mobile, according to McMillan. “We now know that substantial growth in mobile is
possible and already have a number of changes in the pipeline for 2015 which should have a
meaningful effect on our conversion rate,” he says.
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Stylepit: Going
back to basics

Country Attire:
Wearing it well

At Danish fashion retailer Stylepit, Simon Saneback, previously the company’s CMO
until February 2015 and an ecommerce specialist, says that testing is a constant process
with the pure play typically running up to eight versions of the same site. “Because
we are pureplay we need to have a very clear understanding of how customers are
behaving,” he says.
And automating the process doesn’t always work, he says. “We have failed with
personalisation tools that went fully automated because we were suddenly showing the
cheapest products with the lowest margins. You have to have a human interacting,” he says.
The fashion retailer uses a range of sophisticated tools to improve conversion and one of
the most effective of these has been the implementation of Klarna Checkout which speeds
up the checkout process by taking away the usual payment barriers to conversion, thereby
increasing the likelihood of a sale.
The results have seen rises in both conversion as well as savings in time and money
spent by the retailer itself. “We have seen up to 68% conversion increase in Norway
using Klarna Checkout. In Finland we optimised by replacing numerous payment
methods with one checkout solution – that saved 20 to 40 hours a month in financial
administration time,” he says.
But Saneback points out that going back to traditional, age-old methods of conversion
can also work if done cleverly enough. He cites the success of a physical mailout the
company did recently which took the form of a handwritten letter sent to lapsed customers
to encourage them back. “That went to around 45,000 people and gave a conversion rate of
around 15%. The fact that it was handwritten and personalised made people curious about
opening it. We said in the letter please come back, offered them a discount code and asked
them what they thought of us,” says Saneback.
The tactic worked well simply because it stuck out from the often overused newsletter
or email communication approach that retailers have come to rely on simply because it’s
cheaper. “Sometimes you need to step back and think how would I like to be approached
and how would I do this – then you can come up with lots of creative ideas,” he says.

At heritage clothing retailer Countryattire.com co-founder and marketing director Jenny
Parker says that CRO is vital to the business since it’s a pure play retailer. “It’s always at
the forefront of our minds to understand how we make shopping on our site a simplistic
process to make customers convert,” she says.
She says the company does “anything and everything” to boost conversion and generally
has around 80 tests on the go at any one time. “It’s so important for us as an ecommerce
business because we haven’t got that face to face interaction with the consumer. It’s
something that is discussed at our trading meetings every week and everyone feeds into it
from buyers to merchandisers, marketing and customer service,” she says.
The retailer has looked at a number of new conversion processes recently including
testing around weather dependant home pages around eight months ago. “This looked
at what weather was applicable in your territory and would populate different creatives
appropriately – giving relevant products and information depending on the weather at the
time. We have seen some good opportunities from that,” she says.
The company is also looking at translations for its worldwide customers and simplifying
the journey to make it as easy as possible. “People are time starved so we focus on giving
the relevant process,” she says.
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Bensons for
Beds: Not
taking CRO
lying down

Walls and
Floors:
Laying the
ground for
optimisation

At Bensons for Beds the retailer is about to embark on a major CRO project with PRWD
and is incorporating best practise in the area in doing so across everything such as traffic
levels, current conversion rates, funnel analysis and onsite behaviour. “As a business we’re
at the start of an optimisation journey with a view to develop our sites underpinned by a
framework of continual optimisation,” says Bensons for Beds’ web conversion manager
Kate Mitchell. The company has undertaken usability studies to provide an overarching
view of key challenges users face when shopping on its site and more broadly in the
furniture category and is now looking at developing a data driven approach to prioritise
such changes effectively. “Naturally we’re interested in macro conversion – getting people
who visit to buy, or buy multiple products in their order, but we’re also interested in the
micro on-site conversions – usage of store finder, email subscription, blog engagement
etc. Within all metrics we’re interested in customer type and behaviour to help inform
conversion growth potential,” says Mitchell.
The company has a small team dedicated to conversion rate optimisation but the
subject is also talked about across the business as a valuable growth opportunity. In the
future Mitchell says segmentation will be key to boosting conversion further. “Moving
forward we’ll begin to consider customer lifecycle more extensively, and get under the skin
of segmenting our traffic to identify conversion opportunities both in terms of boosting
conversion rate and average transactional value,” she says.
“2014 saw the start of a desire to have a more structured approach, data driven approach
to CRO that incorporates a holistic view of the customer alongside site behaviour. This will
be the driving force behind our approach to CRO in 2015,” says Mitchell.

At tiles retailer Walls and Floors conversion rate optimisation falls under the remit of
web development manager Tom Murrell and it’s a subject he’s grown rather fond of. “I
am responsible for CRO - it’s something that has almost become an addiction - albeit a
healthy one!” he says.
And the addiction has paid off, with the online retailer achieving record conversion rates
online during 2014 and with more of the same planned for this year.
However Murrell says it is something that needs nurturing within a business if it is to
prosper. “Conversion rate optimisation is something that needs constant care, attention
and drive and it’s something I share with my team almost daily and with directors
weekly,” he says.
But as with the likes of ShopDirect Murrell says his company learns as much from tests
that have failed as those that have worked. “You have to embrace it if you’re seeing a slight
decrease or dip and endeavour to get to the bottom of it. No one likes to fail, but we’ve
learnt so much from ultimately failing fast, and then moving on to the next test,” he says.
He believes that retailers should follow a continual process of testing to ensure a business
never stands still. “Research, implement, test, monitor, analyse, learn, optimise and then
iterate the entire process,” he says.
But whilst he believes in a process of continual testing Murrell also warns that retailers
should keep in mind what others are doing and what their own company goals are too
rather than getting carried away. “Look at industry leaders online, look at competitors
and set out to better it. Keep your own audience in mind - that’s vital. Understand your
customer’s journey and what makes them tick. Surveys and social signals help with that.
Listen to feedback from your customers; negative reviews should provoke an action. Utilise
all of your analytical tools and you’re on the right path to maximising conversion. You also
need a good team behind you all full of ideas and looking to innovate,” he says.
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Wauwaa:
Delivering
unusual
challenges
around CRO

Joe Browns:
Embarking on a
new journey

For most retailers split testing is easy enough to do since they can test product, pricing,
messaging etc all within the confines of their site and work out what best influences
conversion for their business. For online baby goods retailer Wauwaa however the
challenge is a little harder simply thanks to the market the company is in.
Although CRO is as important to the company as any other retailer that was interviewed
as part of this report the brand does have rather unusual challenges simply thanks to
the market it is in. “A lot of parents and parents to be are very forum hungry and share
information so for us to do split testing in terms of messaging and pricing isn’t so easy
because so much information is being shared outside of our channel,” says Brian Mak, chief
marketing officer at Wauwaa.
This means that although the retailer can split test for things like checkout
optimisation other changes have to be tested more discreetly via other channels such as
email rather than online.
However such forums also offer a huge potential for learning for the brand that could
boost conversion and Mak says the retailer listens closely with teams dedicated to doing so
since it realises the benefit that can be gained. “A lot of it is reputation management and
a lot of it is customer service but we do learn what people are interested in in terms of our
offering and we learn how to target our messaging,” he says. The channel, he points out,
also allows it to enable it to better target its messaging between the deal hunters who tend
to come through to the site via such forums and those that arrive onsite via paid search –
enabling the retailer to better boost conversion by targeting both specifically.

At mail order and online fashion retailer Joe Browns CRO was on the backburner in
2014 following a major site relaunch last summer and subsequent additional releases as
enhancements continued. However for 2015 CRO will be a key focus with the company
about to start a new programme of CRO, according to Seb Villien, head of ecommerce
for Joe Browns. “We have a list of things we would like to test. We keep adding to it after
reviewing the competition, running usability sessions or just from customer feedback.
From there we establish effort versus potential return and that gives us a priority list,” he
says. The company has also identified some easy wins for this year too. “We are working
on improving our photography as we realise having additional shots will definitely help
conversion,” says Villien.
The company optimises each channel individually and looks at customer profitability
over time in order to try to determine what customers it should look to be acquiring.
Results of CRO are shared at a senior management level within the business at the
company’s weekly trading meetings for review and discussion. “As a mail order business,
we continuously analyse how to optimise the use of our database, that is who to mail and
how often,” says Villien. “Then, because the vast majority of our orders are placed online,
we also look at both the upper and lower funnel to maximise conversion. This can take the
form of different homepage layouts, additional features on product pages or checkout flow.
And like all the retailers surveyed for this report the retailer has a very strong focus on
mobile, “Mobile is very important for us. We are focusing on mobile usability in order to
implement changes to our product pages, basket page and checkout mainly,” he says.
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CASE STUDIES

New Look:
Looking at how
to support its
customers to
convert

At fashion retailer New Look conversion is a prime target for the company and is
something that is led from board level with all staff also encouraged to embrace their own
responsibilities for conversion. “CRO is owned by everyone – and is a key KPI for myself,
the digital director and our managing director,” says Sally Heath, head of ecommerce
at New Look. Conversion is reported on within its Monday trade packs to ensure that
everyone understands its impact.
It is also something that is analysed at every level in the business, across every channel
and across the entire buying process. “Conversion is hugely important – we measure it
at every part of the customer journey both in store and online including all marketing
channels, product conversion, and all content pieces,” says Heath.
The company focusses on constant AB testing to see where it can improve process
and business and has CRO as the key measure for business cases for new functionality –
including for example its new mobile site and checkout redesign.
One of the strongest converters for New Look however comes from its decision to use
live chat on its website in order to help customers and aid conversion. “We use reactive
live chat on our contact us page and basket stage of our checkout to provide real time help
to customers whenever they need it,” says Louise Moghaddam, senior group customer
services manager at New Look. The solution, which is provided by click to chat, click to call
and click to video provider iAdvize, is currently deployed in a service support way which
helps to ensure a purchase sticks and the customer remains satisfied. However the retailer
is also looking at how it can be used to support sales and conversion such as having the chat
link on more pages, implementing reactive chat and behavioural triggers. Moghadddam
says the functionality already works incredibly well for the retailers. “Chat is currently our
most satisfied channel,” she says. “Our customers like the speed and simplicity of it and
approximately 2,000 customers use it each week to chat with us about issues ranging from
order and delivery queries to queries about products or policy.”
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In the InternetRetailing’s debut Top 500 published earlier this year we
analysed the six areas of business that retailers needed to perform well in in
order to ensure they deliver success. Here we reﬂect how CRO reﬂects those.

Performance area reviews

Strategy & innovation

C

onversion rate optimisation, like many other
pretailer strategies, is also increasingly
creeping into other parts of a retailer’s
business with huge benefits as a result. Where
previously CRO was seen as purely an online
metric it’s now evolving. “There are so many touchpoints
within the customer journey now; a few years ago it was
perhaps just seen as an online search, a click, a sale,” says
Tom Murrell, web development manager at Walls and
Floors. Now successful conversions depend on optimisation
throughout the business and on a fully connected
commerce strategy. In this next section we analyse how the
retailers we spoke to in our research bring each of the six
performance areas into their thinking around conversion
rate optimisation and also pull in some of the findings from
our Top500 research.

Strategy and innovation
For retailers to embrace CRO they need to put it at the heart
of the business. Whilst pure play retailers have no choice but
to do this – since they don’t have the luxury of face to face
interaction with their customers -- for multichannel retailers
the challenge can be tough and the fight for the ultimate
conversion – the sale – remains.
Retailers that are innovating in this field go above
and beyond normal CRO practise to boost spend both
online and instore and indeed across all channels. Sam
Barton, head of user experience at ShopDirect, says that
his company’s work in optimisation – or experimentation
as the company terms it – is beginning to define strategy
within the business.
This single view of the customer as an aid to boosting
CRO is something that many retailers are working on,
especially as they try to move towards to Holy Grail of
truly understanding their lifetime value of a customer
across ALL channels not just online. But it’s no easy task,
admits Stuart McMillan, deputy head of ecommerce at
Schuh. “We currently don’t measure lifetime value, if
you are a multichannel retailer such as us lifetime value
MUST include offline purchases in the shops, otherwise
it’s practically useless. Customers don’t think in channels,
and typically shop and interact across channels. Currently
we have an incomplete picture of that multichannel
customer but are working to improve that visibility so
we can start to create a single view of the customer in a
scalable way,” he says.

Some have got there sooner however. “As a
multichannel retailer when looking at CRO we must
consider the impact in store,” says Kevin Sears, head
of online at Bathstore.com which as well as its online
business has more than 170 stores nationwide. “We
have very sophisticated and cutting edge technology
(DC Storm) which enables us to track store sales against
the customers online journey even back to the search
term they used before buying instore. This enables us to
optimise our digital marketing campaigns not just against
online performance but instore too,” he says.
The retailer also offers an online quote retrieval
functionality on its site that allows customers to retrieve
a quote made instore and checkout online – boosting the
likelihood of full conversion in both directions. Sears says
the importance of the store is vital for Bathstore since it
provides extra advantages. “When we launched our new
website in November 2013, we ensured that throughout the
site we made it as easy as possible for the customer to find
their nearest store,” he says. “Buying a new bathroom can be
daunting but with our team of instore experts they will work
customers to bring their dream bathroom to life using the
latest in 3D software,” he says.
Paul Postance, previously head of digital conversion
at EE, says it’s vital that the fundamentals of CRO are
embraced within the deeper strategy of the business as a
whole. “I’ve introduced CRO and pushed buttons myself to
wider reach through building teams and airtime at board
level more than once, so strategy is critical as is iterating an
optimisation framework that flexes easily,” he says.
Having CRO embedded in the wider strategy of the
business also ensures it is taken more seriously and is
therefore more likely to be a success. “Without a strategy
any testing is isolated and tactical, and enthusiastic
amateurs can do more damage than good. So the biggest
challenge is always how to gain just enough momentum to
put a robust framework of tools and resources in place to
deliver results, managing multiple unknowns until the first
tests bed in and results begin to flow,” says Postance.
Innovation is also important and our Top500 report
showed that customers prefer retailers that offer easy
checkout facilities, clear and varied payment options that
include easier options such as PayPal and market leading
delivery options such as click and collect or stating delivery
charges at the outset. By adding functionality such as this
they increased trust, and by consequence, conversion.
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Performance area reviews

Customer

R

etailers are realising that they have to
improve CRO not just for themselves but
for their customers too since the happier
they are the more likely they are to convert.
“It’s more than just improving revenue. It’s
also an important part of our general customer experience,”
says Gary Baker, founder and managing director of online
men’s accessories retailer Swagger and Swoon. “If we
remove obstacles in the checkout for example, then it’s a
better experience for our customers as well as better for
sales,” he says.
Responsiveness is key and in the Customer Performance
Dimension category of our Top 500 report it was Schuh and
Burberry who led with how they dealt with customers online
– both in terms of site performance and customer service as
well as social media responsiveness – ranking in the Elite
category of the rankings. Moss Bros and Majestic Wine also

“Listen to those who
already know the
product and interact
with your customers”
Stephen Green, Majestic Wine

performed strongly too.
Good retailers are understanding where friction
points exist in their business – and therefore where the
opportunities are for CRO – not just by testing but by
testing based on feedback from their customers. “Much of
our testing at the moment is based on customer feedback,
especially where they’ve experienced difficulties,” says
Baker. “Our customer service calls are integral to our
CRO, as that’s where you can really get the detail of what
a customer is experiencing. We have session recordings
so once we’ve spoken to a customer we can go in and see
exactly what they were doing and match it up to what they
described to us. We’re working on a number of changes right
now based just on this,” he says.
At Majestic Wine online optimisation manager Stephen
Green also believes that the customer service team hold the
key to knowing what, how and when to test and improve.
“Successful outcomes often come from a combination of
board insight gathering, effective listening and thorough
planning. My best advice would be to listen to those who
already know the product and interact with your customers
– especially those in customer service. This feedback will
help you to quickly identify a list of areas to investigate and
quantify using your analytics tools,” says Green.
And sometimes it can come down to the very basics. In
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the Top500 report one we measured website engineering
and responsiveness for example – looking at how pages
were to load and what the site design did for the customer
experience – concluding that with people’s short attention
spans, coupled with customer’s likelihood to bounce if
the experience isn’t up to scratch – looking at the site and
business through the eyes of the customer is vital especially
since customers no longer just shop on price alone.
Indeed many retailers interviewed for this report shared
stories of how simply listening to their staff and customers had
seen benefits to CRO in their business.
At shoe retailer Office, customers and staff have a say.
“The multichannel team welcomes input from across
the business as well as from customers and we have a
very effective feedback loop where anyone can suggest
improvements and chances, of which many are taken
forward in to future tests or designs,” says Office’s
multichannel director Robin Worthington.
Anything that builds trust can be hugely effective at winning
over the customer. “Trust markers, social proof, images,
filters, navigational labels and call to action buttons can all be
important,” says Lee Howard, head of analytics at Practicology.
Many retailers are also going a step further and
supporting their customers through initiatives such as live
chat and product reviews in order to aid conversion.
At Country Attire co-founder and marketing director
Jenny Parker says both have been a key part of her
business and the company has had a live chat solution for
around eight years. She says it proves particularly useful
for retailer’s international customer base who like the
reassurance of an online customer service representative to
speak to on the retailer’s site. “Live chat for us is not a nice
to have its essential and we have used it for years. All our
customer service staff are thoroughly trained on it and we
know it converts,” she says.
Toy retailer The Entertainer trialled the functionality for
a two week period over Christmas 2014 with online trading
manager Rob Wood going online himself to witness the
sorts of questions that his customers were asking. “It was
interesting to see what customers were struggling with and
that gave us lots of information that we weren’t able to get
from our testing,” he says. The retailer is likely to run more
live chat functionality later this year.
And at New Look, which uses a reactive live chat feature
from click to chat, click to call and click to video provider
iAdvize the feature is well-used by customers with around
2,000 customers using it to chat about subjects as wide
ranging as product or order queries to delivery questions.
iAdvize says the solution is particularly useful for
companies that are trying to build a longer term relationship
with their customers – as well as serve them well – since it
can also allow them to help with ongoing customer support
and increasingly as an aid for sales and conversion too.

Performance area reviews

Operations and Logistics

A

s we have seen earlier in the report effective
CRO is about bringing the whole of the
organisation and the whole of a company’s
operations on board to ensure the process is
as smooth as possible across the business.
Operational cohesiveness is key and, as examined
in the report earlier, relies on companies leading CRO
operations from the top.
At tiles retailer Walls and Floors web development
manager Tom Murrell says it’s a key element of his
business. “We’ve involved more people and more
departments to raise awareness about CRO.” He says
it’s important people in the business see the impact of
everything that they do on conversion rate.
“For example, if a sample order arrives late, that impacts
conversion rate - that involves the warehouse, sample and
transport teams. It’s led to optimisation happening throughout
the business,” he says.
Similar is true at Majestic Wine where online optimisation
manager Stephen Green says that making the concept of
optimisation accessible to colleagues means that people in
other parts of the business can also adopt the same mindset. “This is increasingly important within multi-channel
businesses as we see internal structures change to offer
customers the highest flexibility and service possible. Whilst
structures vary greatly from business to business, it has never
been easier to coordinate and work with colleagues across the
business. With business systems and analytics tools spanning
departments now is the time to start looking at optimisation
holistically,” he says.
At NotOnTheHighStreet the company set up a dedicated
optimisation lead at the beginning of 2014 to ensure CRO
was top of mind throughout the organisation. “The key role of
this was to increase our test and learn activities across all our
devices and maximise the spend on our optimisation toolset,”
says Ollie Scheers, optimisation manager at the retailer. “We
have an optimisation roadmap that covers a variety of tests that
answer specific business questions from different teams across
the business,” he says.
Beyond the organisational structure of a company there
are two further bugbears that can hinder conversion and
affect the stickiness of a conversion that can be the hardest
of all. Retailers cite the fact that there are some barriers
to sales conversion that can be real deal breakers such as
delivery costs and the returns proposition.
At heritage clothing retailer Country Attire.com
marketing director Jenny Parker says the company
recognised early on the importance of delivery costs as a
potential barrier to conversion and scrapped them as a
result. “One of the primary things we considered way back in
2005 was shipping costs. We made the decision to be one of
the first offering free worldwide shipping to our customers
because we felt there were bigger benefits from offering that

as a service. It’s expensive acquiring traffic so we want to
ensure we maximise each user visit to its maximum and that
was a quick user win for us,” she says.
Our Top 500 research showed that customers
abandon shopping journeys when delivery costs aren’t
stated at the outset but equally it seems that they aren’t
willing to understand the challenges that retailers face
surrounding delivery.
Rob Wood, online trading manager at The Entertainer, says
that when the company introduced click and collect it tried to
aid the customer journey – and therefore boost conversion –
by being able to tell the customer upfront if a product was in
stock in their local store simply be obtaining their postcode
earlier in the customer journey.
The reality of customer’s behaviour however was a lot
different to what was expected. “We found that our customers
weren’t happy to do that journey – they wanted to look at
products and then tell you the postcode because they expect
goods to be where they are and you have to have a good way of
explaining it to them if it’s not where they think it is,” he says.
Nevertheless click and collect is an area that many retailers
– including the likes of Paperchase – are investing heavily in to
boost conversion. In the Top500 report footwear retailer Schuh
led the Elite category in this group thanks to the numerous
delivery options that it offers – including its own click and
collect within an hour process. It is something that many
retailers are embracing.
And, in the final part of the logistics journey is returns –
since a conversion means nothing if it simply leads to higher
returns and a good returns process is crucial to a customer
coming back in the future. Since the aim is to retain a
lifelong customer rather than simply achieve a one-off sale
retailers must work hard to ensure they optimise every step
of their operational and logistical process – with customer
service agents who can track deliveries and the ability to take
advantage of a multitude of convenient delivery options – from
tracked or timeslot deliveries to easy, hassle free returns.
At Danish retailer Stylepit former CMO Simon Saneback
said the company has tested a rather novel approach of
reducing the impact of returns and ensuring they convert
instead back into a sale. It is a process than even instore
retailers often overlook since the assistant is more intent
on managing a fast, easy return rather than necessarily
encouraging another sale. “In certain countries we
are testing online returns where we are trying to keep
customers’ money by advising customers of similar products
in similar sizes and giving them a credit,” he says. And
in some cases this goes beyond the norm. “If we see it’s a
trustworthy customer in some markets we will send a new
item before they have returned the old one. You would get
as positive a customer as ever. I would rather have lower
conversion rate but lower returns rate and a higher order
value as it’s a higher ROI,” he says.
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Performance area reviews

Merchandising

W

hen it comes to merchandising it’s
pretty obvious to conclude that
product is key and instore retailers
will soon notice shelves bulging with
unsold product and a customer that’s
passing by without a second glance.
Online however it’s not so easy but is still key to aiding
conversion. In a competitive world – where customers can
literally shop anywhere for anything retailers have to work
hard to stand out from their competitors and offer something
truly different.
“For us product is key and we source products from all over
the world including exclusive products that are not on the
high street or available anywhere else online,” says Walls and
Floors web development manager Tom Murrell. “We use a
host of tools to analyse the market and product demand and
this then goes directly to our sourcing team,” he says.
The right product means nothing however if it’s not
merchandised correctly. Again it’s something that retailers
have always worked hard on instore. And yet despite
spending huge amounts of time and money on investing in
understanding the role of merchandising instore retailers often
overlook its importance online and can let themselves down
through the simplest of errors. “In terms of the actual products
and product pages, costs, descriptions, images and availability
can all deter consumers from becoming customers,” says Lee
Howard, head of analytics at Practicology.
In our Top 500 report it was John Lewis who led the Elite
pack thanks to the way it showcases its goods online and
thanks to the fullness of its range in the first place. It showed
that John Lewis focusses on a constant newness of product
to maintain customer interest and ensure customers keep
coming back to check on its latest range offers. This means
customers don’t get bored and essentially keep returning and
– as a result – keep buying.
And yet online it’s easier than ever to test and merchandise
new lines. For Walls and Floors conversion rate optimisation
is an important way of testing new design options. The
company regularly trials new designers via multivariate and
A/B testing to play new designs off each other and to test on
a percentage of its online traffic. “The aim is to keep learning,
taking away what works best and optimising,” says Murrell.
When it comes to visual presentation John Lewis scored the
highest a retailer could with a maximum 26 out of 26 in the
index value for its product presentation. Retailers including
ASOS, Topps Tiles and eBuyer who were also rated in the Elite
group were also commended in their acknowledgement of the
importance of product information and presentation in getting
customers to convert – even when that can be something as
simple as stating that an item is machine washable.
Getting the look and presentation of products right online
however is not easy since so many variables are in force. This
means that retailers have to focus heavily on imagery, onsite
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colours and sizing to aid conversion – a fact supported by the
research for this report.
At fashion retailer Joe Browns head of ecommerce Seb
Villien says improving imagery on site is one of the key
focuses for the online and mail order brand this year. “We are
working on improving our photography as we realise having
additional shots will definitely help conversion,” he says.
At ASOS the company has a team of 20 regular models who
can boost conversion rates long term. Experimentation by the
retailer has also shown that reshooting the same product but
using a new model can radically affect sales with instances
where such a tactic has improved sales by 400%. The
company has used a data driven approach to understand how
to make such decisions around product presentation – most
recently working within menswear to do so.
Apart from not being able to touch or feel products online
the next problem retailers obviously face is their customers
not being able to try on goods and assess sizing. As a
multibrand retailer fashion heritage online site Country Attire
managing director Richard Parker says sizing is a particular
challenge – not just for his business but across the clothing
sector. “Sizing is a big issue for fashion – getting that right
and getting that across to the customer,” he says.
The company has already worked with a virtual sizing
business in the last couple of years to try to assist its
customers and says this will be a key focus for boosting CRO
in 2015 too.
For a category that relies so heavily on customers
visualising how an item of clothing will look on them the
Top 500 research confirmed the fact that this is an area that
fashion retailers excel at since without great merchandising
capabilities few customers will convert.
The best in this category were proven to have presentation
covered from every angle – making it easy for customers
to find the goods that they were looking for and easy to
picture whether they were suited for their needs or not. Such
retailers also complemented the presentation of products
with additional product information, answering potential
questions before they were asked with their provision of
information and then answering questions that did arise
through a proactive customer communication route – such as
being responsive on social media.
Our Top 500 report predicted that 2015 will deliver yet further
innovation around explaining how products work and how
they may sit within a customer’s lifestyle- from grocers using
recipes to inspire purchase behaviour to increased use of video
online – both for inspiration and instructional functionalities.
Personalisation is also likely to be key here as retailers work
harder than ever to present product that is as relevant as it can
be for the individual customer rather than simply the mass
market customer. Get all these things right and put into practise
the merchandising principles that retailers have relied on instore
for so long and conversion can only follow.

Performance area reviews

Brand and engagement

I

f a retailer’s senior management aren’t engaged
in CRO then there is little chance of a retailer
getting positive results from the engagement of
their customers in CRO either since any efforts
will naturally be a little half-hearted unless CRO is
driven with conviction from board level.
At ShopDirect its commercial goals for its CRO
programme – which it entitles experimentation – and
the volume of tests it undertakes are all set at board
level. “Our board have bought into the process and
methodology and benefits it drives and it’s communicated
throughout our strategy. That’s huge for us,” says Sam
Barton, head of user experience at ShopDirect. “The key
thing is to engage people in the programme and bring
them along with the journey – getting them to define the
test, understand the results and understand the process.
It’s all about engagement,” says Barton.
At NotOnTheHighStreet.com optimisation manager Ollie
Scheers says companywide engagement and buy-in as to the
value of conversion rate optimisation within the business is
vital to success. “Optimisation is discussed throughout the
whole organisation,” says Scheers. “We have worked hard
to create a culture of optimisation where everyone feels they
are informed about what we are testing and how they can
contribute to our conversion rate optimisation roadmap.”
He points out that to truly win engagement of staff they
must feel involved in the process and therefore keeping
them up to date as to what is happening is vital. “We send
updates on our tests, voting competitions on which tests
won (or will win) to our whole company. We also make sure
our testing roadmap is easily visible for the whole company
in an engaging and easy to consume way. We built our
own internal timeline site to display test plans, results and
galleries of the test experiences,” he says.
A similar process is evident at shoe retailer Office – which
ensures it involves staff and customer across the business
when planning CRO objectives. “When we are approaching
a major project affecting CRO, such as the redesign of
a website, we usually begin with a cross department
workshop, inviting people from various different
backgrounds, including stores, to comment on different
aspect of our online proposition,” says Office multichannel
director Robin Worthington. Such an attitude not only
increases learning across the business but helps to ensure
that everyone within the business feels engaged in the
process rather than simply being a bystander to the project.
Whilst pretty much everyone interviewed for this report
existed in a culture where CRO was – in general – being
embraced companywide there are others that are not so
lucky since CRO as a concept is one that’s still maturing in
many organisation and can often fall behind other priorities,
according to Paul Postance. “We will still find the scenario
of one motivated employee championing the cause without

wider business support for a while yet,” he says.
However he advises those that do recognise themselves
in the latter category to keep pushing. “If that’s you,
don’t give up. There are some good techniques to push
the doors open. Understanding office dynamics and
negotiating with different stakeholder needs is far more
important than doggedly setting up a lone split test that
will get ignored,” he says.
Retailers need to generate enthusiasm for the idea,
find support and set the vision. Once you have some clear
test results as proof of concept it’s much easier to ask the
business for more funding or resource. “Solid commercial
numbers always win people’s attention,” says Postance.

“Our board have bought
into the process,
methodology and benefits
and it’s communicated
throughout our strategy.
The key thing is to engage
people in the programme
and bring them along
with the journey – getting
them to define the test,
understand the results and
understand the process.”
Sam Barton, ShopDirect

He suggests going so far as setting up a team with
an identity and even perhaps a logo. “That really
helps with perception and can be further leveraged by
running competitions based on guessing test winners for
example,” he says.
But of course even more crucial to conversion with regards
to brand and engagement is how onboard customers feel. In
the Top 500 research it was Marks and Spencer who came
out top here, accompanied by the likes of ASOS and TopShop
in the Elite category ranking. All are interacting heavily with
their customers – particularly via social media – so that their
customers feel as much a part of the brand as their staff do –
with conversion naturally following as a result.
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Performance area reviews

Mobile and cross channel

A

s we have seen in this report the retailers
that are maximising their potential for
conversion rate optimisation do so not only
online where the discipline traditionally
extends from but also take their learnings
into other channels too. Pretty much all of the retailers we
spoke to are focusing on usability and user experience across
multiple channels with particular focuses on maximising the
journey and potential for conversion on mobile.
“Within the sector that we operate in it’s essential that
we consider and understand how customers shop across
all channels,” says Kate Mitchell, web conversion manager
at Benson for Beds. “We’d be a naïve business to just focus
on online journeys as people experience our products and
services in a variety of ways,” she says.
At Majestic Wine online optimisation manager Stephen
Green says that the work the company does to optimise its
online performance is essentially simply a continuation of
what it has always done. “Our expansion into online and
mobile from store retail is really just an extension of sound
retailing - putting the customer at the heart of everything we
do and responding to their needs,” says Green.

“Big wins have come
from mobile. There’s
a huge opportunity
to embrace that
experience.”
Sam Barton, ShopDirect

He points out that the company’s instore staff are in
truth the company’s ultimate optimisation specialists. “Our
staff offer friendly and personalised advice based on a deep
product knowledge and passion for wine, something we
strive to replicate online,” he says.
Integrating the different channels is vital and something
that many retailers – including Majestic Wine – are looking
towards. “We are looking to join in-store and online more
closely with the launch of a new app later in the year and
improving our mobile experience to grow with our customer
base,” says Green.
Retailers are working hard to maximise conversion across
different devices but it is not easy. Schuh’s deputy head of
ecommerce Stuart McMillan says that the approach should
instead be as one whatever the device. “I don’t consider
mobile to be another channel, the same CRO principles
apply no matter what your digital touch-point. That also
applies where the sale might happen offline but was initiated
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online. We do what we can to improve the user journey for
our Click & Collect services, even though the sale happens
elsewhere in many cases,” he says.
At Bathstore.com the company’s head of online Kevin
Sears says that the company measures conversion rates
on every channel level – including the impact of stores in
its analysis. The company also measures CRO using cross
device tracking since its customers are accessing Bathstore
via a number of different devices before they ultimately
purchase. “The insight this gives us is very powerful and
enables us to invest budget in areas which initially we may
think were not profitable,” says Sears.
Being able to tie the customer’s behaviour online with
their behaviour offline is the key challenge for retailers that
have large property portfolios since the store journey is so
much harder to track. Businesses with online retail stores
can find that the end conversion is often invisible. “The
customer may go through a fully optimised online journey,
but then choose to buy in a store, which can be harder to
track. We are investing in our CRM systems to give us a
single view of our customers, so that we can optimise the
customer journey based on the customer’s choice, including,
if relevant, whether they prefer to shop on or offline,” says
Office’s multichannel director Robin Worthington.
A big area of focus for many retailers is mobile testing to
maximise conversion through this channel. A number of the
retailers interviewed for this report had this as a key focus
for 2015 and many had introduced responsive sites in the
last 18 months or so to improve the user experience and
boost the likelihood of conversion.
At NotOnTheHighstreet.com the retailer runs concurrent
tests on its site across all devices from desktop, tablet and
mobile and has also run a small number of conversion rate
optimisation tests across its IOS app too. “Our priority
has been on optimising conversion across mobile web and
our tablet and desktop experiences,” says the company’s
optimisation manager Ollie Scheers.
Wauwaa has also concentrated on boosting conversion
through a mobile site. “When we first launched in November
2013 it was with a desktop version of the site and then in
summer 2014 we launched a mobile site and saw our mobile
engagement skyrocket,” says Brian Mak, chief marketing
officer at the retailer.
The retailer launched its first mobile optimised site
last summer and is to launch another new site this month
(February). The new site is now completely responsive for
desktop, tablet and mobile. “You have to be a mobile first
business- our metrics have proven it since more than 60
or 70% of our traffic is mobile. We know the importance of
having mobile friendly experience on the site,” he says.
Schuh also recently relaunched its website to ensure it
was optimised whatever device was being used. The site
now combines separate device offerings into one responsive

site which has seen conversion rates increase across all
devices. However McMillan says this is not a tactic for the
fainthearted. “There are many case studies of site rebuilds
that have been bad for conversion rates,” he points out.
At ShopDirect recent optimisation work has also focused
on mobile devices. “Big wins have come from mobile
devices. There’s a huge opportunity to enhance that
experience so a recent project was changing some of the
navigation elements on mobile and that had a significant
impact on conversion,” says Sam Barton, head of user
experience at ShopDirect.
Improving the whole process on mobile is vital since
the channel has a much lower rate of conversion and
is something many companies are focusing on. These
include Klarna which has turned the idea of checkout
conversion on its head, particularly through mobile, in
order to increase conversion. “Retailers invest lots of
money getting customers to the point of checkout but
70% of customers drop out at the point of checkout and
on mobile that’s even harder. We have flipped the whole
checkout to separate the buying and payments processes
and so increase conversion,” says Jonathan Sheard, head
of enterprise sales at Klarna.
Robin Worthington, multichannel director at Office, says
that mobile has had the biggest recent impact on conversion
metrics which makes sales conversion a little tougher to
realise than previously. “Customers are now spending far
more time browsing websites via their phones, and not
always with any intention to actually buy,” he says. “As well
as making it easier for customers to compare prices and
products from competitors, mobile browsing means that
if you use the traditional measure of orders versus visits,
conversion rates on mobile can reduce the overall average
conversion rate.”
And this, points out Worthington, can cause problems.
“At a top line reporting level, this can look bad, particularly
when you have to explain a lower conversion rate in a board
meeting!” he says.
However although it means as a retailer that you may be
getting lots of extra visits to your site as a retailer you may
still be enjoying higher sales despite the lower conversion
rate. “We therefore now report conversion by device (mobile,
tablet, desktop) and take many steps to optimise the
performance of our mobile customers,” says Worthington.
Whatever device customers are using, retailers simply
must be taking a multidevice, cross channel approach
to CRO that brings in their stores too. “It’s important to
understand that mobile is just one part of an overall journey,
and someone browsing on their phone might come back
later on a desktop and buy then. We therefore look at all
channels together in any CRO project,” says Worthington.
This is proven by the company’s’ decision to put tablets
into all of its stores so that customer can order products that

aren’t available instore – a move that Worthington says has
significantly improved conversion in stores.
The Entertainer has also introduced tablets onto the
shopfloor to allow for range extension and queue busting.
“We have an app written for the shopfloor staff that
lets them have a live view of all the stock in the central
warehouse – that allows us to do the range extension part,”
says Rob Wood, online trading manager at The Entertainer.
For Office however tablets are only one of a number of
digital techniques that the company has introduced to help
increase conversion across all its channels. “We have also
tested incentivised advertising (via Google and affiliates for
example) to drive customers into our high street stores, and
have experimented with i-Beacon technology, which has
allowed us to target customers with personalised offers and
messaging when they are in the store vicinity. We have other
initiatives planned to improve conversion across all our
channels in future,” says Worthington.
Ecommerce expert Paul Postance says retailers must
maximise for CRO across all channels. “The big fear a few
years ago was that mobile use had a lower conversion rate
but increasing traffic share. So if customers weren’t buying
as much on mobile, the business would be in trouble.
Happily data showed the way and we started learning how
customers treat devices and places to interact differently.
Knowing how to leverage this for example via in-store Wi-Fi
and dynamic offers, in-store kiosks, or hybrid responsive
designs to help guide research on a smartphone and
subsequent buying decisions on a large screen gives retailers
an edge,” he says.
And as Postance points out such data can also give
unexpected insight. “In a previous role I saw customers
attempt to buy sofas by smartphone on our newly launched
mobile site. We hadn’t expected that so hadn’t built that part
of the journey, but they were trying. This usage data was
used to make a value-based case for development effort to
implement the change,” he says.
The potential is huge but requires the retailer to think like
the customer according to Bensons for Beds’ Kate Mitchell
who says that all retailers need to better understand how
their customers are buying across channels. “A better
understanding of cross channel buying behaviour is needed
and will have a really positive impact on sales conversion
– both helping inform an optimisation strategy and change
mind-set within the business,” she says.
But the experience of Walls and Floors shows that as well
as online, instore and mobile high conversion rates can
come simply from focussing on old school channels. “We’re
adamant about customer service and so we have recently
gone seven days a week with our phone contact centre,” says
Tom Murrell, web development manager for the retailer –
this he says enables customers to get the advice they needs
as well as giving them the confidence to buy online.
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The future of CRO
CRO was core to strategy in 2014 but how will retailers
be ramping up their efforts in 2015 and beyond?

A

ll the retailers interviewed for this report stressed that CRO
was key in 2014 and for the vast majority of them it will
be even more central to their strategy going forward. Lee
Howard, head of analytics at Practicology, said that CRO
delivered some great benefits for retailers his company
worked with last year. “We had some good results for clients during 2014
with multiple five-figure sales uplifts off the back of changes we tested and
clients then implemented,” he says.
But just because retailers may have achieved great results in 2014
doesn’t mean they should sit back in 2015. “CRO is an ongoing process
because trading and content evolves as online retail matures. CRO helps
drive uplift in revenue but it also reduces risk by providing a vehicle
to test ideas on a segment of traffic, avoiding a big-bang approach that
may or may not work with often sizable consequences,” says Howard.
Having worked hard on CRO in 2014 we asked some of the retailers we
interviewed what their plans were for this year.
Some of the smaller retailers are just ramping up their CRO journeys.
Men’s accessories retailer Swaggerandswoon.com is one of those. “We’ll be
using CRO a lot more in 2015 than we’ve probably done before and if we do it
well it should have a significant effect on our business this year. The challenge
will be to ensure that ultimately it is optimised across all devices,” says
founder and managing director Gary Baker.
Bathstore.com head of online Kevin Sears says that retailers can’t
ignore the benefits of CRO since for his business CRO has helped to
contribute towards a 29% year on year growth in revenue and similar
growth is expected this year. “We invest heavily in user testing and it
is very rare for a week to go by without a test in place. The feedback we
get is invaluable as there have been several Eureka moments and some
very minor changes that we have implemented that have positively
impacted conversion,” he says.
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Office was another retailer to have delivered strong growth last year
according to multichannel director Robin Worthington. “Conversion rates
were significantly up across all devices, and the multichannel business
recorded high double digit growth on the year,” he says. “We are continuing
to invest in CRO, and also build our internal skills in this area, having put a
number of the team through further training in MVT for example. We are
focusing on mobile in particular, which continues to grow exponentially
compared to other channels, but will also continue to work on improving
performance across all our channels. CRO is part of an ongoing process, not a
single event, and we have a robust plan of improvements for this year that we
will continue to build upon,” says Worthington.
Having delivered a payback of roughly £14 for every £1 it spent
on optimisation in 2014 NotOnTheHighStreet.com’s optimisation
manager Ollie Scheers is more than happy with his company’s ROI on
optimisation in 2014 and will ramp up its efforts this year – aided by a
new optimisation process that allows it to launch tests quickly onto the
site. “We didn’t want to wait around for development resource (third party
and internally) to answer important questions or deliver business benefit.
Therefore we ensured that our chosen software for testing allowed us to
build and manage tests quickly and easily,” says Scheers. “In 2015 we
expect to continue the volume of testing we delivered in 2014. We aim to
use as much traffic as possible for test and learn opportunities and expect
that the ROI will increase further as our testing becomes more focused on
the areas we know deliver the most benefit based on our learnings from
2014,” he says.
Majestic Wine’s online optimisation manager Stephen Green says similar
is true for his business. “The impact will only grow as we increase the
scale and range of insight we gather and improve our internal processes to
accommodate this,” he says.
It’s an opportunity he says all retailers and all functions should be
embracing across their business as they realise the benefits such a connected
commerce strategy brings.
“Ecommerce Optimisation is rapidly evolving and I am excited to see
how existing knowledge within business optimisation, management theory
and marketing integrate with and inform ecommerce and multi-channel
optimisation,” he says.
And Paul Postance, most recently head of digital conversion at EE, says it’s
an evolution retailers must keep on top of. “The thing about conversion is that
it exists in a dynamic environment, with internal and external competitive
pressures. It’s always relative,” he says. “One way to visualise this is to
imagine a business making no digital changes during one year. Conversion
rates will decay, because competitors and consumers are always changing and
updating not to mention when disruptive innovators burst into the limelight.
Doing nothing is the worst option as friction will appear to customers to
increase even though it’s exactly the same.
ShopDirect’s head of user experience Sam Barton has four words of
advice for retailers: “get on with it”. But it isn’t necesarily as easy as that.
“Retailers are struggling to change when thinking about optimisation,” says
Paul Rouke, founder and director of optimisation at full service conversion
optimisation agency PRWD. “It can be a challenge to get the research and
data insights to begin feeding your hypotheses for testing. Some retailers
have a testing tool in place and think that’s the answer but it’s not just about
the tool it’s the brains and strategy behind it. You need to get the right
foundations in place and look to do things properly from the start to get the
greatest returns from optimisation,” says Rouke.
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Conclusion
In this report we’ve covered a gamut of activity under the term ‘conversion rate
optimisation’ – not just online but across all channels in your business.
We have learnt the importance of senior commercial support to success, and that
the programme of activity be driven from the top. But we have also discovered the
complexities that surround it as a business process and the fact that no matter what
the scale of testing is the job is never done. Conversion rate optimisation is most
definitely an ongoing process and just because you have got it right for one set of
customers it doesn’t mean the problem is solved. Jenny Parker, marketing director
and co-founder of Country Attire, put this most succinctly in the research: “It’s an
ongoing project. It’s never perfect and every portfolio of customers for every website
is different so you have to develop the right usability testing and optimisation for
your customers. Our customers have to be treated very differently depending on
where they are,” she says.
The study has shown the move to embed CRO as an ingrained culture within the
business – with much still to be done. However the research has also illustrated that
retailers that do exactly that soon realise the value of a CRO approach that focuses on
testing and learning and continuous improvement. “Previously we would have done
wholescale changes without understanding the benefit. Now we will measure every
single change we are making within the customer experience,” says Sam Barton,
head of user experience at ShopDirect.
The case studies provided the greatest demonstration of the complex, connected
and committed activities of retailers with regards to CRO, illustrating the variety and
inventiveness of approaches to sell more effectively to customer.
Liz Morrell
Conversion rate optimisation report researcher and editor
liz@internetretailing.net
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